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THE HIGH COURT AT ITS HEADQUARTERS IN KIGALI HEARS CRIMINAL 

CASES ON APPEAL, AND DECIDES ON CASE RPA 1057/15/HC /KIG AS FOLLOWS: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

PARTIES:  

APPELLANT: KARURANGA Arcade, son of Karuranga Godefroid and Kasine Aurelie, 

born in 1972, resident of Kayumba, Musanze, Bumbogo, Gasabo, Kigali City 

Versus  

PROSECUTION 

 

SUBJECT: Appeal against Judgment RP 0371/15 / TGI / GSBO (child defilement, a crime 

provided for and punishable by Article 191 of Organic Law n ° 01/2012 of 02/05/2012 

establishing the Penal Code. 

 

I. FACTS AND PROCEDURE 

1) The Prosecution has asked the Gasabo High Court to punish KARURANGA Ardace 

for sexually abusing Kabatesi, the daughter of his wife Uwamaliya Jacqueline, whom he 

brought when she was 7 years old and commenced having sex with her at the age of 13. 

He was arrested on 17/05/2015 when he returned home drunk, asked the girl to 

accompany him to buy mangos, but on their way back he raped her at a short distance of 

their home. The high court convicted him of child defilement, sentenced him to life 

imprisonment with special conditions based on the testimony of witnesses accusing 

KABURANGA Arcade, a medical certificate, and report from the local administration.  

2) KARURANGA Arcade appealed to the High Court under RPA 1057/15 / HC / KIG, 

alleging that he had committed no crime, that he was falsely accused by the child's 

mother, that the child's mother is now exonerating him, that the girl is unruly, that 

witness Mugiraneza is now exonerating him saying he did not see KARURANGA Arcade 

sexually abusing the girl.  

3) The issue under consideration in this case is whether there was irrefutable evidence to 

convict KARURANGA Arcade. 

 4) KARURANGA Arcade was assisted by Barrister Dismas while the Prosecution was 

represented by Daniel Harinditwari. 
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II. ANALYSIS OF ISSUES ARISING IN THE CASE  

Whether there was irrefutable evidence to convict KARURANGA Arcade 

5) KARURANGA Arcade argued in the High Court alleging that he had committed no 

crime, that he had instead been falsely accused by the child's mother with the intent to 

deprive him of his property, that the child's mother is now exonerating him, and that she 

incited the girl to lie about rape, that the alleged victim Kabatesi has a bad habit of having 

sex with other children, including the one that KARURANGA Arcade beat up to the point 

of being punished for it, that her sexual partners are responsible for the loss of her 

virginity, that witness MUGIRANEZA exonerates him now saying that she did not see 

Arcade sexually abusing the child, that he has AIDS while the girl is not infected.  

6) The Prosecution submits that Mugiraneza's testimony in the judicial police was not 

obtained under coercion, that it is the mother of the child who filed the complaint with 

the  judicial police, that the child's mother is now contradicting herself in defending her 

husband KARURANGA Ardace, that the fist instance judge had examined the evidence 

and found that KARURANGA Arcade committed the felony, that it is possible for the 

appellant to be HIV-positive while the girl remains HIV-negative especially that  she did 

not undertake additional HIV test, and that HIV-AIDS is not always transmitted during 

sexual intercourse, that KARURANGA Arcade fails to give any evidence that would  

change  the judgment under appeal.  

7) The High Court examined the submissions of KARURANGA Arcade where he 

explained that Kabatesi's mother is exonerating him as does KANAMUGIRE, and found 

that these submissions do not refute the child's statement explaining how she was raped 

and MUHAWENIMANA Francine's explanation of what the child told her about rape. 

The girl KABATESI  revealed it to MUHAWENIMANA Francine in the absence of her 

mother who was at the hospital in Kanombe, which shows to the High Court that the 

"initiative" to file a complaint against KARURANGA Arcade was taken by the mother 

whose daughter was raped in her absence, that it was revealed from someone other than 

KABATESI's mother because she was not present, and the local administration visited 

KARURANGA’s home that night after the child KABATESI had told 

MUHAWENIMANA Francine that she had been raped by KARURANGA, and  

KABATESI's mother was not present at the time, MUHAWENIMANA Francine was the 

one who said it after she was told by the girl that she had been raped and that there was 

not conflict between MUHAWENIMANA and KARURANGA because KARURANGA 

Arcade said that is the child’s mother who plotted against him, which was also confirmed 

by a report of the local authorities explaining that KARURANGA had not conflict with 

his wife (who is the mother of the child who had been raped), indicating to the High 
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Court that KARURANGA had not conflict with his wife that would cause her to lie about 

him. 

 

8) The guilt of KARURANGA Arcade is also confirmed by a medical certificate stating 

that Kabatesi was raped and KARURANGA was unable to refute the explanation given 

by the fist judge where he detailed evidence proving that KARURANGA had raped 

KABATESI, that an AIDS-positive person does not necessarily communicate AIDS 

during each sexual intercourse. The High Court also ruled on the basis of Article 119 of 

Law n ° 15/2004 of 12/06/2004 Relating to Evidence and its Production which provides 

that in criminal cases, evidence is based on all the facts of the case and law, the parties 

having been given the opportunity to be present and cross examine each other. The court 

also finds that the statement of KANAMUGIRE Innocent where he alleges that he is 

exonerated by the mother of the Kabatesi and KANAMUGIRE were unfounded in 

accordance with the explanation given above and pursuant to Article 65 of the 

aforementioned law which gives the court authority to assess the truth of the testimonies. 

III. COURT DECISION  

9) Holds that the appeal of KARURANGA Arcade recorded as No. RPA 1057/15 / HC / 

KIG is unfounded.  

10) Holds that the judgment RP 0371/15 / TGI / GSBO under appeal is unchanged.  

11) Orders that the legal costs be borne by the state treasury because KARURANGA 

Arcade is imprisoned. 

 

ISSUED AND READ IN PUBLIC ON 20/05/2016:  

  

JUDGE                                                                                    REGISTRAR 

    SE                                                                                                       SE  

  

JURU Rugema Cécile                                                                  MUSHAMBOKAZI Claire 

 


